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 When entering details on this chart  
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details above those of his wife. 
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Pick the person you want 

to start with.  This could 

be yourself or, if you are 

married and want to find 

out about both sides of 

the family, choose one of 

your children. 



 

The Key – Why researching your Scottish family history 
is so much easier than anywhere else in the world : 
• The naming pattern was a basic principle within the Scottish 

family until about WWI.  

• Since time immemorial in Scotland a female has retained 
her maiden name all her life and even to the grave which 
allows a cross reference to be made with any spouse’s 
surname for positive identification of her marriage(s) and 
death or the births or christenings of any of her children. 

• Throughout the world it is estimated that in excess of 50 million 
people have Scottish ancestry and their interest in finding their 
roots and the huge potential for ‘ancestral tourism’ has ensured 
an exceptional investment in the preservation and transcription 
of Scottish records and their digitisation to make them available 
on line. 

• Detailed original Scottish records can be accessed (world wide) 
far more easily and economically than any others. 

• The registration system in Scotland provides THE ULTIMATE 
KEY FOR ALL RESEARCH with computerised indices to births, 
marriages and deaths subsequent to 1855, to all births or 
baptisms, proclamations or marriages and deaths or burials 
prior to 1855 where records survive, decennial censuses from 
1841 to 1901 and wills from 1513 to 1901 – all directly linked to 
images of the original records.  

 

The Scottish records that are cheap to access and 
freely available on the internet are  ...... 
 Deaths over 50 years ago      Marriages over 75 years ago           

                Births and Censuses over 100 years ago 
Anything more recent, with the exception of Census records, can be accessed 
through a local registrar or at the Scotland’s People Centre in Edinburgh (the 
indices only for births, marriages and deaths up to 2006 are also available on 
line). 
 

Most people do not realise just how much of their family 
history they already have - old certificates or information 
from elderly relatives - which immediately takes you back   

50 or more years! 
 

You only need the date and place of a recent birth, marriage or 
death to get started.  However, the more information you can 
find yourself will help you take the initial leap in to the world 

of your Scottish ancestors locally and on line. 
 

We’re a’ Jock Tamson’s 
Bairns and John Thomson 
himself was born in Dailly 
on 1st September 1778 when 

Robert Burns was still a 
young man farming at 
Lochlea, Tarbolton less 

than 20 miles away.   
 

 

 Self Portrait at an Easel  
 John Thomson HRSA, 1816 
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Discover Your 
Family in the 
Time of Burns 

 
Before you join us at one of our Drop In Days, 

you can help us speed up your search by filling         
in all the  family detail you already have on the 

chart inside. 


